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Terahertz spectroscopic evidence of low-energy excitations in NdNiO3
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The charge-density waves (CDW) in the framework Landau theory are visualized to manifest in complex RNiO3

(R = rare-earth) nickelates in which the structure controls the incipient charge order in the weak localization limit.
Any consequent effect demonstrating these nickelates in the rare category of CDW conductors with controlled
charge-lattice interactions has been elusive so far. Employing terahertz time-domain spectroscopy along selective
crystal axes, we present evidence of the CDW in epitaxial strain-modulated crystal structures of prototypical
NdNiO3. A finite peak structure at 5 meV in the terahertz conductivity displays all the characteristics of a CDW
condensate in (110)- and (111)-oriented NdNiO3 thin films. Contrasting charge dynamics of collective CDW
mode and Drude conductivity emerging across dissimilar orientations helps disentangle charge ordering from the
metal-insulator transition and establish a structure-property cause-effect relationship which may propose novel
attributes in emerging oxide electronics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The correlated electrons which lower their energy and
open a gap at the Fermi level form the most fascinating
low-energy condensed-matter phases of collective transport,
namely, the superconductivity, charge-density waves (CDW),
and spin-density waves (SDW). The CDW originate from the
real-space modulation of electronic charge densities pinned to
their underlying lattice and are a unique source of collective
excitations and collective charge transport [1–3]. They were
originally found in low-dimensional systems, as attributed to
the ease of formation of modulated charge densities and weak
electron-phonon coupling in such systems [1]. Interestingly,
these criteria are also satisfied by several high-dimensional
correlated systems which, however, have rarely shown the
CDW phases. Among them, high-temperature superconduc-
tors and manganites are the only systems which exhibit CDW
resonance, and the impact of these limited observations has
been decisive in resolving some key fundamental issues [4–8].

The rare-earth RNiO3 (R = La-Lu) class of nickelates
have attracted much attention both for their fundamental
and technological fascinating attributes. In these systems, a
combination of charge disproportionation and Fermi surface
nesting can be envisaged as a precursor for the manifestation
of the CDW [9–23]. The interplay of charge transfer and Mott
physics presents a challenge to understand the charge/spin
instabilities associated with insulator-metal (I-M) transition
and complex magnetic order in these systems, whereas their
heteroepitaxy-induced quantum criticality holds enormous
potential for emerging oxide electronics [9–14,18]. Recently,
the conjunction of quenched disorder and strain-induced mod-
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ulation of the electrical properties and engineering of new
phases was also observed [24]. Among all, the NdNiO3 (NNO)
is a unique system as it exhibits both the I-M transition and
the E-type antiferromagnetic (AFM) order simultaneously at
205 K [15]. The Landau theory explains its magnetic structure
in the framework of the nested SDW system, which induces
the charge order (CO) as a secondary effect [19,20]. This
CO has two characteristics, namely, its magnitude is directly
proportional to the degree of orthorhombicity, and it ceases
to exist in tetragonal/cubic symmetries [19,20]. In a different
study, the density- and dynamic density-functional theories
emphasized that large correlations in heavy rare-earth nicke-
lates can quench the CO [25]. This, in conjunction with Landau
theory, suggests that the charge disproportionation in nicke-
lates may well exist within the weak correlations/localization
limit, in which case it may condense into a rare CDW mode
of collective transport. This mode, if detected, will provide a
fresh paradigm to the underlying physics of nickelates and can
be a source of novel functionalities to the emerging electronics
based on them. However, any experimental demonstration of
this phenomenon of CDW and understanding of its emergence
along a selective crystal axis is much desired yet elusive so
far. Here we have employed terahertz (THz) time-domain
spectroscopy (TDS) on epitaxial strained NNO films along
dissimilar orientations and show that a crossover from a CDW
mode for (110)- and (111)-oriented films to a pure Drude-like
conductivity manifests for (100)-oriented NNO films.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The bulk NNO has a GdFeO3-type Pnma structure with
lattice parameters as ao = 5.377 Å, bo = 5.402 Å, and co =
7.608 Å [26]. These orthorhombic lattice parameters can be
related to their pseudocubic lattice constants as follows: apc =
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bpc = √
(a2

o + b2
o)/2 = 3.81 Å, cpc = co/2 = 3.804 Å, where

subscripts pc and o refer to pseudocubic and orthorhombic
notations, respectively. The NNO films were abbreviated in the
form (100)240nm, which refers to the film (orientation)thickness.
Also, (001)pc and (111)pc planes in pseudocubic notation
are referred to as (110)o and (101)o planes in orthorhombic
notations, respectively [27]. The NNO epitaxial thin films with
two thicknesses of 240 nm and 35 nm were deposited using
pulsed-laser deposition technique on LaAlO3 (LAO) substrate
along each of (100)pc,(110)o, and (111)pc orientations. The
deposition was carried out using a 248 nm KrF excimer
laser at a repetition rate of 4 Hz and with a laser fluence of
1.5 J/cm2. The substrate was kept at a temperature of 700 ◦C.
An O2 pressure of 35 Pa was maintained during deposition,
and postdeposition annealing of the films was carried out at
1 kPa of O2 for 5 min. The thickness of the NNO films was
measured using a Dektak XT Advanced surface profiler. The
high-resolution x-ray diffraction measurements of all the NNO
films were performed on a PANalytical Empyrean. Resistivity
measurements were performed using a standard four-probe
resistivity method on a Physical Property Measurement Sys-
tem, Quantum Design, USA. THz-TDS data in the range from
5 to 300 K were collected on a photoconductive (LT-GaAs)
antenna-based TERA K-8 spectrometer from Menlo Systems
GmbH (Germany) equipped with a cryostat JANIS (SHI-4-5)
cryostat. The THz beam was passed from both the NNO
sample and LAO bare substrate (used as reference) at different
temperatures from 5 to 300 K. The amplitude and phase
information of the NNO thin films was deduced using the
fast Fourier transform of the transmitted THz pulse. After
solving Fresnel’s equations, we obtain a complex refractive
index ˜ε(ω) = εa(ω) + iεb(ω) from which the real part of
optical conductivity can be deduced using the relation σ (ω) =
εoωεb(ω); here εo is the permittivity of free space [8].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure and transport of NdNiO3 thin films

The association of CDW with structure in simplistic form
can be visualized from Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). All the NNO films
are phase pure as no traces of impurity phases may be found in
the x-ray diffraction θ -2θ scan (Fig. 2). The amount of strain in
the NNO films was ascertained by recording reciprocal space
maps (RSM) around asymmetric substrate peaks as shown
in Fig. 1(c). It may be seen that the (110)240nm NNO film
is relaxed, as the NNO film peak reflection and the LAO
substrate reflection do not lie along the same pseudomorphic
line. However, for the (110)35nm NNO film, the film peak
and substrate peak occur along the same pseudomorphic line,
suggesting thinner films to be strained, i.e., having the same
in-plane parameter as that of the LAO substrate [Fig 1(c)].
Further, the RSM data indicate the (110)o and (111)pc NNO
films to be orthorhombic and (100)pc NNO film to be tetragonal
(Table I; for detailed RSM scans see Supplemental Material S1)
[28]. The effect of strain along different crystal orientations is
well established to stabilize the CO state [29]. All the NNO
samples exhibit first-order insulator-metal (I-M) transition
[Fig. 1(d)], with a transition temperature (TI−M ) ∼ 150 K
lower-compared to the bulk (∼205 K). A higher resistive state

FIG. 1. Simplistic structure of 〈NiO6〉 octahedral. (a) An or-
thorhombic distortion leading to charge modulation, resulting in
a CDW formation. (b) A tetragonal distortion leads to Drude-like
conductivity. (c) High-resolution reciprocal space maps showing
relaxed (upper) and strained NNO film across (110) orientation for
asymmetric (310) reflection. (d) Resistivity (ρ) versus temperature
(T ) behavior of NNO films where solid and open symbols depict
heating and cooling runs, respectively.

was obtained for thin (111)35nm film as compared to (100)35nm

and (110)35nm films [28,30]. Also, the quality of I-M transition
varies with the crystal orientation for the 35 nm films, i.e.,
the I-M transition for (100)35nm becomes much sharper than
that for (110)35nm and (111)35nm, whereas it may be noted
that the (110)240nm NNO film possesses a highest resistive
state which is about two orders of magnitude larger than the
(100)240nm film [inset, Fig. 1(d)]. It is noteworthy that although
we observed I-M transition for all NNO films, however we
found that the intrinsic driving mechanism shows contrasting
behavior across different orientations and can be understood
from the low-energy dynamic response.

B. THz-TDS measurements

The low-energy THz conductivity (σ ) data for the NNO
films were measured along different in-plane crystal axes. For
instance, for (100)pc sample the THz electric field was parallel
(//) to 〈001〉 axes, for (110)o sample // to 〈11̄0〉 axes, and
for (111)pc sample // to 〈101̄〉 axes, presented in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). These data show two types of qualitative features
in σ -E (E is THz photon energy) spectra, namely, a finite
peak structure in one set of NNO thin films and the Drude
conductivity in another set of films. The (110)240nm, (110)35nm,
and (111)35nm exhibit a pronounced peaklike structure in σ -E
spectra at ∼5−6 meV [Fig. 3(a) and Supplemental Material
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FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction of NdNiO3 films across various orien-
tations of LaAlO3 substrate.

Fig. S3] [28]. In contrast, the σ -E spectra of both (100)240nm

and (100)35nm films, sans a peak structure, are reminiscent of a
Drude-like conductivity [Fig. 3(b) and Supplemental Material
Fig. S3(d)] [28]. The observed peak in σ -E spectra for (110)o
and (111)pc films possesses all the typical attributes of the
CDW mode, for instance, a resonance frequency in the range
of ∼1−8 meV, values of σ and dielectric constant (ε) on the
order of 103, and a dielectric dispersion [a zero crossing in
ε at the peak σ frequency as shown in Fig. 3(c)] [1,7,8,29].
However, it is imperative to discuss the possibility of phonon
modes as they also start emerging below the I-M transition
of NNO [29]. In this context, the phonon vibrations of the
Nd ion against the oxygen octahedral manifests at ∼23 meV,
a breathing phonon ∼62 meV, vibrational mode ∼85 meV,
and the overtone intensities occurs at ∼130 meV [31]. The
observed CDW mode in NNO is much below ∼5−6 meV,
although the presence of optical phonons is at much higher
frequencies but can get strongly renormalized by the epitaxial
strain in thin films. However, the energy range of softening of
these phonon energies should be too large and would affect
the first few layers, while we are probing the macroscopic
properties using THz radiation in transmission mode. For
the perovskite manganites, another possibility of far-infrared
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FIG. 3. The optical conductivity (σ ) versus THz photon energy
(E) for (a) inset for (111)35nm and (110)240nm and (b) for (100)35nm

NNO films, respectively. (c) Dielectric dispersion for (110)-oriented
film at 5 K. (d) Dielectric constant and (e) conductivity at various
temperatures.

active mode was noted due to Brillouin-zone folding [32].
However, σ of NNO films is about two orders of magnitude
larger and one peak in σ -E spectra for NNO films is observed
compared to two peak structures which attest to the CDW
excitations in (110)o and (111)pc samples.

The collective excitations associated with the CDW are
called amplitudon and phason, respectively. The amplitudon
mode is Raman-active and corresponds to the variation in
CDW amplitude without displacement of the charge density
relative to the lattice, and the phason mode is associated with
the displacement of the electronic charge density relative to the
lattice ions [1]. To assign the CDW mode, recent studies have
indicated that amplitudon mode manifests around ∼7 meV
and the phason mode ∼1 meV [33,34]. The possibility of
the amplitudon mode in the NNO can be discarded as the
amplitudon mode exhibits strong temperature dependence and
should completely vanish above the metal-insulator transition.
Given this, the CDW mode in NNO can be ascribed to the
pinned phason mode, although we observe a slightly higher
pinning frequency. It is well known that lattice imperfections
either due to strain or upon chemical doping can cause the shift
in the pinning frequency of this phason mode [28,34]. This can
also be seen in CDW mode for NNO films as a slightly different

TABLE I. Lattice constant of NdNiO3 thin films on LaAlO3 substrate.

Sample In-plane lattice constant In-plane lattice constant Out-of-plane
(orientation)thickness a (Å)/ (in-plane axes) b (Å)/ (in-plane axes) lattice constant c (Å)

(100)240nm 3.83 [001] 3.831 [010] 3.804
(110)240nm 3.785 [001] 3.814 [11̄0] 3.807
(100)35nm 3.79 [001] 3.790 [010] 3.833
(110)35nm 3.79 [001] 3.805 [11̄0] 3.83
(111)35nm 3.79 [112̄] 3.799 [11̄0] 3.81
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pinning frequency was observed for different samples. Further,
for a sample with better crystallinity, the CDW resonance for
NNO at a lower frequency of ∼3 meV was also noted (see
text and Supplemental Material Fig. S4) [28,31]. Further, the
CDW mode is directly linked to the strength/range of the CO
correlations and can give subtle information about the nature
of CO. We observed that the CDW peak for (110)240nm film is
pronounced as compared to (111)35nm and (110)35nm films; this
suggests that the CO state for the (110)240nm film is more robust
as compared to (111)35nm and (110)35nm film (Supplemental
Material Fig. S5) [28]. The CDW peak becomes shallower
above the I-M transition, and its occurrence may be ascribed
to the short-range CO fluctuations noted in the paramagnetic
(PM) phase of NNO (Supplemental Material Fig. S3) [28,35].

C. Drude-Lorentz analysis of optical conductivity

The optical conductivity of NNO films was modeled with
the phenomenological Drude-Lorentz (D-L) model using the
equation

σ (ω) = 1

4π

�dω
2
PD

�d
2 + ω2

+ 1

4π

S2
nω

2γn
(
ω2

n − ω2
)2 + ω2γ 2

n

, (1)

where the fitting parameter ωPD is the Drude plasma frequency,
�d is the Drude scattering rate, ωn is the center peak frequency,
γn is the width, and S2

n is the mode strength for the nth
Lorentz harmonic oscillator [36]. The σ -E spectral data of
(110)240nm and (111)35nm films show good agreement with the
D-L model at various temperatures as shown in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) and fitted values are given in Table II. However,
a marginal deviation at low temperatures indicated by the
red arrow is noticeable, indicating a slight asymmetry of

FIG. 4. Drude-Lorentz fitting. (a), (b) D-L fits for (110)240nm

and (111)35nm NNO films, respectively. Here, symbols, solid red
line, dotted line (with green shaded area), and dashed lines (with
yellow shaded area) depict the experimental data, D-L fit, Lorentz
contribution, and Drude contribution, respectively. (c) ε at various
temperature for (110)240nm. (d) Drude fitting (solid line) for (100)240nm

film.

TABLE II. Drude-Lorentz fitting parameters for optical conduc-
tivity of NdNiO3 thin films.

Sample Temperature (K) ωPD �d S1 γn

(110)240nm 5 272.8 4.6 254 1.79 ± 0.2
120 307.6 6.2 256 1.87 ± 0.3
240 454.4 8.6 236 2.13 ± 0.15

(100)240nm 5 691.3 11.5
120 831.7 14.1
240 1062 15.5

the CDW peak (Supplemental Material Fig. S3) [28,34,37].
This asymmetry may arise due to different pinning centers
present in the NNO film and reduces as the temperature is
increased from 5 to 150 K and nearly vanishes for 200 K
for the (110)240nm, as the (100)240nm and (100)35nm exhibit
only Drude-like conductivity and their spectra fit well with the
Drude part of the D-L model [Fig. 4(d)]. Further, our data of
ε for (110)240nm also fit well with the generic CDW equation
ε(ω) = ε∞ + ω2

PL(ω2
peak − ω2)/(ω2

peak − ω2)
2 + ω2�2, where

ωPL,ωpeak, ε∞, and� are the plasma frequency, peak frequency
of the CDW mode, the dielectric constant of the bound electron
at infinity, and scattering rate, respectively [Fig. 4(c)] [1,8].

D. Scattering rate analysis and theoretical considerations
for CDW emergence

For the CDW excitations, the scattering rate (�) versus
temperature (T ) should obey the relation �(T ) = �o + AT 2,
where �o is the �(T → 0 K) and A is the constant [Fig. 5(a)
and the inset] [1,8]. We find that for (110)35nm, (110)240nm,
and (111)35nm films with CDW excitations, the experimental
data follow this equation below the I-M transition (∼150 K)
[Fig. 5(a)]. The fitted values thus obtained are �o = 3.1, 1.6,
and 2.08 meV, while A = 0.69, 0.015, and 0.04 meV/K2 for
the (110)35nm, (110)240nm, and (111)35nm, respectively. These
values are in the similar range as of the classic 3d manganite
CDW systems [8,29]. The CDW excitations in the NNO films
can be associated with the opening of a pseudogap below
the single-particle excitation spectrum. The values of gap 


can be determined using a thermally activated hopping model

FIG. 5. Scattering rate analysis for CDW. (a) Scattering rate (Г)
versus the square of the temperature (T ) for (111)35nm and (110)240nm.
Here, the dashed line is the fit and (b) shows the Drude plasma
frequency (ωPD) versus temperature; the solid line depicts the fit.
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which can be suitably fit in the low-frequency range (i.e., 0.4
THz) of the optical conductivity data, where Drude carriers
are more activated. For fitting the equation ωPD(T )/σ (T ) =
Ao exp[−
/kβT ] + B was used, as shown in Fig. 5(b) (here
Ao is a constant, 
 is the activation energy, kβ is the Boltzmann
constant, and B is the nonzero offset) [38]. The values of 


after fitting ωPD(T ) for (110)35nm is 24(±4) meV, (110)240nm

is 25 ± 3 meV, and (111)240nm is 29 ± 6meV. These distinct
values of 
 for NNO films may arise due to the difference in
the quality of samples [39]. It is remarkable that the obtained
values of 
 follow the standard BCS picture of the gap opening
with 2
 ∼ 3.5 kβTN ; using this for bulk NNO, a 
 ∼ 30 meV
for TN ∼ 205 K and a 
 ∼ 22 meV for a TN ∼ 150 K in the
case of NNO films may be approximated [see Supplemental
Material Fig. S2(b)] [18,28,30,40]. This is a strong indication
of the electron-phonon coupling [41]. The values of 
 for NNO
films are less than the measured SDW gap of ∼200 meV using
optical spectroscopy; however, they are in good agreement with
a 
 of ∼15 meV (using TN ∼ 100 K) and a 
 of ∼44 meV
found using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy [9,11,42].
Our experimental values of 
 for NNO are suggestive of a BCS
theory-based picture for the states near the Fermi level. Further,
recent theoretical calculations and optical measurements also
predict a Peierls-like gap to develop due to octahedral breathing
distortion in the low-temperature monoclinic phase of the
nickelates [43].

E. Spectral weight across different orientation for NdNiO3

The spectral weight (SW) of the Lorentz and Drude part
was calculated from the D-L fits to the experimental data.
The SW can effectively track the charge redistribution due
to the optical sum rule and can provide the valuable insights of
the condensed (in the CDW phase) and uncondensed electrons
(Drude carriers). The SW was deduced using the equation
SW = ∫ω2

ω1 σ (ω)dω, where ω1 = 0.5 meV and ω2 = 7 meV are
the upper and lower cutoff frequencies, respectively [7]. It may
be seen that the Drude spectral weight (DSW) for (110)240nm

and (111)35nm is nearly temperature independent [Fig. 6(a)].
However, for all other samples, it increases sharply in the
vicinity of TI−M ∼ 150 K. As the 35-nm (100)pc films contain
uncondensed Drude electrons only, their DSW is 2–4 times
larger than that of other films which contain superimposed

FIG. 6. Spectral weight across different orientations of NdNiO3.
Temperature dependence of (a) DSW and (b) LSW. The inset shows
the ratio of DSW/TSW for NNO films.

CDW and Drude components [Fig. 6(a)]. The Lorentz spectral
weight (LSW) for (110)240nm film keeps increasing and remains
constant for (111)35nm at lower temperatures, which suggests
more electrons gets condensed in the CDW phase for the former
than the latter [Fig. 6(b)]. The Drude carrier concentration
(N ) was deduced from the Drude plasma frequency (ωPD)
using the relation ω2

PD = 4πNe2/m∗, where m∗ ∼ 6 mo is
the effective mass and mo is the mass of the free electron
(Supplemental Material Fig. S7) [28]. An N of the order of
∼1019 in the insulating and ∼1020 for metallic phase was
obtained for (100)35nm and (100)240nm films. For (110)240nm

film exhibiting CDW mode, the value of N varied from ∼1018

in the insulating state to ∼1019 in the metallic state, which
is less than the (100)pc-oriented films exhibiting the Drude
behavior. Our calculated values of N are in a similar range to
those obtained using infrared spectroscopy ∼1018 and less than
the estimation of N ∼ 1022 assuming one electron per Ni site
[12,31]. The reduction in N in the low-temperature phase may
be associated with the setting of the unusualE-type AFM order,
whereas the higher values of ωPD above the I-M transition
(Supplemental Material Fig. S7) indicate weaker electronic
correlations in the PM phase [28].

The magnitude of the CDW peak and its presence and
absence for the NNO films can be modulated by growing it
across dissimilar orientations as the CDW peak shows up for
(110)o and (111)pc films, being strongest in most distorted
(110)240nm film while being absent for (100)pc films. As per
Landau theory, two types of ground state were predicted for
NNO, namely, a site-centered and bond-centered [19,20]. The
former occurs in cubic/tetragonal structure, results in equal
moments (Ni3+) at all Ni sites, and does not induce the
charge disproportionation and no CDW as observed for (100)pc

films. This is analogous to NNO films in which the strain
was viewed to be accommodated via Ni–O bond bending and
stretching, precluding the charge-disproportionation of Ni in
the ground state [44]. Thus, the I-M transition is purely SDW
type and brings the relevance of the Mott physics to explain
the insulating character of (100)pc NNO films. In contrast to
(110)o and (111)pc NNO films, the bond-centered SDW is
driven off-center and leads to charge disproportionation with
Ni3+δ − Ni3−δ (δ ∼ 0.2−0.5) as a secondary effect and the
CDW mode [13,19,20].

Theoretical description of CDW as per Landau theory
pointed toward the one-dimensional character and enhanced
susceptibilities for NNO at the certain wave vectors leading
to SDW/CDW formation [19,20]. This scenario is analogous
to Peierl’s idea of the CDW formation [1]. For our data, a
gap value of 
 ∼ 22 meV for NNO suggests the localization
of charges carriers and the electron-phonon coupling. To relate
the gap opening with the nesting tendency of the Fermi surface,
we define a quantity  as the ratio of DSW and total spectral
weight (TSW) [inset, Fig. 6(b)] [36]. The  is a measure of
the fraction of Fermi surface not affected by the CDW state,
as a smaller (larger)  indicates the Fermi surface is largely
gapped (ungapped). In the (110)240nm and (111)35nm film, a
 ∼ 0.5 and  ∼ 0.2−0.3 suggest that nearly half of the
Fermi surface is gapped for the former and more than half for
the latter, respectively [Fig. 6(b)]. This imperfect nesting of
the Fermi surface results from the electronic inhomogeneities
in the region of coexisting metallic and insulating phases
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below the I-M transition. Further, a  ∼ 1 for the (100)pc-
oriented NNO films suggests an ungapped Fermi surface,
which lacks the CDW mode. Another key attribute of the
CDW mode is its anisotropic character which is also observed
(Supplemental Material text and Fig. S8) for (110)240nm film
due to the directional character of the Ni, eg orbital in NNO
[7,19,20,28].

To summarize, we have presented the spectroscopic evi-
dence of the CDW in the charge-disproportionate phase of
NdNiO3 highlighting the electron-lattice coupling in the weak
localization limit. The precise control of the low-energy mode
in nickelates may serve as a new channel of collective charge

transport which can have potential implications in the emerging
oxide electronics based on them.
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